Dusters For Every Application

Moline flour dusters combine high quality components with innovative design. Plenty of available options ensure that we can accommodate nearly any application:

- Stationary or portable models.
- Quick-release rotating hopper on portable models.
- Screen variations for fine or coarse flour dispersion.
- Vibrating screen for very fine dispersion.
- Fully adjustable dispersion pattern during production.
- DC (locally controlled) or AC (controlled through the production system’s operator interface).
- Various electrical specifications.

Flour Duster with High Capacity Hopper
Holds over twice as much flour as the standard duster.

Portable Flour Duster
Shown with optional quick-release hopper that rotates for fast, efficient flour removal.

Standard Flour Duster
Mounts directly to conveyor. Hopper slides out for flour removal and sanitation.
Moline Industrial Cutters
Quality Cutters Built to Last

From donuts to pizza crusts, Moline has the right cutter for your application. All cutters are precision fabricated in the shape, layout and trim ratio you require. Materials vary from stainless to plastic and can be coated with FDA approved finishes for efficient product release and sanitation.

Call our Customer Service Department for information at 218-624-5734 or email us at sales@moline.com.